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AWA R D W R I T I N G
The Magenta team comprises former awards judges and organisers. We know what an “award-winning”
entry looks like and – more to the point – we know how to pull one together. Magenta Associates’ clients
have won the following accolades:
2018

2018 Global FM
Award Winner –
Platinum award

2017

2017 BIFM Award
Winner – Impact on
Employee Experience

2018

2018 BIFM Award
Highly Commended
– New Product of the
Year

2016

2016 BIFM Highly
Commended – Impact
on Organisational
Performance

2018

2018 HVR Award
Winner – Sustainable
Product of the Year

2016

2016 PFM Award
Winner – Partners in
Cleaning – Public
Buildings

2017

2017 PFM Award
Winner – Partners in
Relocation

2015

2015 EuroFM Awards
Winner – Partners
across Borders

I N T E R N A L AWA R D S C R E AT I O N
We have also worked with clients to produce internal awards programmes. In
2015 and 2016, Magenta partnered with technology giant EMC to develop its
Group Real Estate and Facilities Awards (Greftas) programme, which recognised
the achievement of individuals and service partners across EMEA. Working with
the in-house real estate and facilities management team, we developed the
categories, promoted the awards within the different geographies, and wrote a
guide to entering the awards to encourage them to enter.

Magenta’s MD Cathy
Hayward introduced the
awards and announced
the winners.
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The Greftas were part of an overall strategy to
develop a One Team approach to EMC’s FM service
delivery. Over the course of three years, Magenta
supported EMC’s transformation from a real estate
and FM team operation to a fully-aligned One Team
where competitiveness was put aside to create the
best possible outcome for the client and the EMC
business. This involved the Greftas, but also an
annual summit, external awards submissions and
ongoing media relations to spread the word.
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C A SE STUDY PRODUCTION

Working with Leesman and the real estate team at Sheffield Hallam University
(SHU), Magenta managed a campaign that was designed to raise awareness of
the university’s Leesman+ award – an accreditation that rewards organisations
for high performing workplaces. In order to secure coverage across a broad, yet
relevant media spectrum, the Magenta press office team carefully shaped the
angle, ensuring the story resonated with a wide audience. This approach resulted
in coverage in numerous titles spanning the architecture & design, HR, facilities
management, education and business press.

SHE FF IE LD HALL AM

Case studies are a great
way to demonstrate
experience, expertise and
capability to prospective
clients and employees.

UB
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flexible working news, views and best practice

The Business of Higher Education

With depression and anxiety
at an all-time high,
the time is now for
Vice-Chancellors to
take action

How
to work
flexibly
Sponsored by
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E V E N T FA C I L I TAT I O N
Magenta has considerable experience of coordinating and chairing roundtable discussions, webinars,
debates and conferences. In addition, the team has also worked to create content, manage and publicise
key industry events.

FM J DEBATE

Since 2016, the Magenta team has worked with Western Business Exhibitions on The Facilities Event at
the NEC and for Facilities Scotland at the SEC.

Facilities
Scotland
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A great content and PR strategy sits at the heart of every
successful live trade show, and Magenta delivered this for the
Facilities Event. We devised a high-level content programme,
using our vast industry knowledge and contacts to produce
an unmissable line-up of speakers. A powerful media
strategy, pairing speakers with the industry’s most prolific
journalists, produced impactful media relations during the
show’s most important visitor sign-up months and on site.
Chairing and managing the show’s theatres, and integrating
engaging social media output across Twitter, this campaign
delivered prior, on site and post-show for the organisers.
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CONTENT MARKETING

Magenta has produced white papers, research reports, guides and tender documents for numerous
clients across the built environment sector for both internal and publicity purposes.

Why the intelligent workplace
is the missing piece of the
productivity puzzle

High-performing buildings: the value
proposition
Capita Real Estate and Infrastructure
WHITEPAPER

The modern day
workplace

– connecting people, space and technology
1

The modern day workplace
– connecting people, space and technology
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Cyber-threat
and the FM
solution

Thought leadership
material should form
the cornerstone of any
PR strategy

03/06/2016 17:32

The Evolution
of BYOD:
How digital natives are
influencing the future
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Good
Practice
Guide

Active

Quick Start
Guide

A holistic
view

W H I T E PA P E R

VACANT PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

CHOOSING AN FM
OPERATING MODEL

1

|

Sustainability in facilities management:

Tackling the engineering
skills shortage

Supported by

Published by the British
Institute of Facilities
Management

workplace solutions

February 2018
Tackling the engineering skills shortage

cts whitepaper skill shortage v2.indd 1
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for workplaces that work
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S U RV E Y S A N D R E S E A RC H

In addition to offering consultation concerning research topics that promulgate key messages and resonate
with target audiences, Magenta’s research arm can develop and manage qualitative and quantitative
surveys. Following analysis of raw data sets, Magenta designs, implements and runs research-rich publicity
campaigns that engage stakeholders and generate media coverage in order to increase ‘opportunities to see’,
favourably positioning the clients we work with as credible thought leaders.

Fresh fruit for your office
Free fruit month at
Development House
starts 18 June
Great Creative Places to Work

I-FM brand surveys
For the past three years,
Magenta has sponsored
i-FM’s survey into brands
within the facilities
management sector. Using
the survey results, we have
produced a comprehensive
report on the status of FM
service providers’ brands,
which is used by marketing
experts across the sector.

Channel 4 Great
Creative Places to
Work project
We were commissioned
by Channel 4’s workplace
team to research how other
creative organisations used
their workspaces to attract
and retain great people,
and provide them with the
best working environments.
In addition to desktop
research, we interviewed
workplace directors from
across a range of sectors to
gain anecdotal insight and
produced a comprehensive
report which we presented
to the broadcaster. A year
later, we followed up with
a second report looking at
how leading organisations
make health and safety
more engaging.

In collaboration with our research arm,
Magenta develops and manages surveys,
including initial consultation, data analysis
and press office support and management.
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Help yourself to
the fruit baskets
and don’t forget to
fill out the before
and after
surveys

CHANGING
TIMES IN
FACILITIES
MANAGEMENT
Sheffield Hallam research 2016 with support
from GRITIT, Servest Group and i-FM

Fruitful Office research
into impact of free
fruit on perceived
Any questions email southeast@ethicalproperty.co.uk
productivity
BANANAS

 Natural sugars
 Potassium
 Trypotophan

APPLES

 Pectin
 Vitamin A
 Procyanidin
B2

GRAPES

 Natural sugars
 Vitamin C
 Resveratrol

We worked with office fruit
supplier Fruitful Office to
measure the impact of
free fruit on a workplace
environment. Working with
Fruitful Office, we managed
the project from start to
finish including producing
a short video. Branded Free
Fruit Month, the initiative
was launched at a tenants’
meeting and promoted
with posters around the
building. The building’s
residents were asked to
complete a pre-trial and
post-trial survey to monitor
the change in attitude,
perception and outlook on
both their productivity and
their working environment,
together with questions
about their eating habits.
The key findings of the
workplace fruit trial were
an 11 per cent increase in
respondents agreeing that
their workplace “enabled
them to work productively”
and large majorities saying
that the provision of free
fruit had improved their
quality of life at work and
made them feel more
valued.

Changing Times in
Facilities Management
2016: research project
for Sheffield Hallam
University, Servest
Group and GRITIT
Working with our clients
Servest Group and GRITIT,
we project managed an
industry research project
with Sheffield Hallam
University and media
partner i-FM. We worked
with the university to
create the questions
designed to extract
pertinent information from
the target audience, heavily
promoted the survey to
encourage responses and
introduced a charitable
incentive, and then collated
the results. From the raw
data, we produced a 24page industry report which
is regularly referenced by
the industry.
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PER S ONA RE SE ARCH

Magenta has conducted numerous perception audits for clients over the years to see how they are
viewed in the market. The results can help determine strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats, which allow us to work with our clients to develop next steps and key messages, resulting
in a high-impact marketing and PR strategy.

FEBRUARY 2017

VACHERIN CLIENT
PERCEPTION AUDIT
RESULTS
Presented by Magenta Associates, February 2018

Customer and
influencer
perception
TITLE XXXXX XXXXXXXX
audit of G4S FM
P R E PA R E D B Y

Perception audit of the
e-permits brand
May 2015
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“The perception audit
helped us to understand
what our clients really
think of us – and where we
can improve. Thank you –
it was valuable insight.”
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DESIGN

People swipe left on Tinder based on the look of the potential partner on the screen. Readers
often choose a book based on the image on the cover. And employers make their decision about
the suitability of a potential employee within seconds of meeting them. Whether we like it or not,
appearance matters. And no more so when it comes to thought leadership content.
A white paper which looks like a technical user guide won’t entice people to open the cover, while
a good practice guide with a sloppily-styled cover will lose its authority. Design matters. How you
present your thought-leadership material is almost as important as the content itself.
Magenta’s creative team are experienced at producing everything from white papers, guides and
engaging presentations to infographics and complete redesigns to delight and excite our clients.
Talk to us about making you look good.

B R A N D I N G / B RO C H U R E P RO D U C T I O N

B R A N D C R E AT I O N

With compliments
ohlssonglobal
Scaniaplatsen 5
21117 Malmö
Sweden

helena@ohlssonglobal.com
Office +46 (0)40 12 41 50
Mobile +46 (0)730 92 00 29
www.ohlssonglobal.com
Company no. 556900-7528

Technical

E - N E W S L E T T E R C A M PA I G N

Energy

Your property is our priority

Projects

Fabric
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P RIVAT E
CO RP O RAT E

Average
contract of
a Platinum
customer:

Trading since

2001
eight
years

4

accident
s

Inspections and tasks are scheduled
through our CAFM and delivered on
our iPads
PFMS_brochure_feb2017_mark_final.indd 19
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A RT D I R EC T I O N

E X H I B I T I O N W I N D O W A RT

PUBLISHING

Leadership
The Oﬃcial Newspaper of the 2016 Leadership Summit in Cork

2015

S U M M I T D A I LY

Summit

Leadership
Using Twitter to
get the most out
of the event

Six principles revealed to create
an outstanding workplace
Where is work going? That was the
philosophical question asked by Mark
Catchlove, director of workplace
specialists Herman Miller (right), who
kicked oﬀ the summit yesterday.
“Over the past century, the oﬃce
has changed fundamentally. The
management structure and style of
companies, the tools available to the
workforce, and the places within the
oﬃce buildings have been changing
and evolving.” But Catchlove argued
that despite this change the needs of
the people working have remained
consistent. He set out a set of six
fundamental human needs that all
people share, and all workplaces
should meet, if they want their
employees to thrive.
The first, achievement, is strongly
linked to a desire to not only take
responsibility for our own work,
but also to receive recognition for
reaching the necessary standards.
Motivation to achieve is at its
greatest when the goals are
attainable
Secondly, independence within
our sphere of work is connected to
job satisfaction and commitment
to the organisation. More recently
independence is the freedom to
decide which tasks we will tackle,
in which order and in which way,
rather than simply on content. But
autonomy must be balanced against
the needs of the wider team or
organisation.
Thirdly, we want a meaningful

Client satisfaction in the service provided by Real Estate &
Facilities across EMEA has greatly improved over the past
year. That’s according to the results of the employees’ Client
Satisfaction Survey 2016. Run as an online survey in March,
more than 3,620 people took part in the research, managed
by Innolink, whose representative Tuukka Suoniemi
presented the results yesterday.
More than a third (36%) of people are very satisfied
with their current oﬃce compared to 30% last year and
26% in 2014. Meanwhile 27% of respondents have

are creatures of habit – at work as
well as home, we take comfort in
familiar surroundings and routines.
The absence of security can inhibit
performance and negatively impact
mental health.
Finally, status at work isn’t about
a promotion or salary increase. What
status means is that we are valued
and appreciated by our peers.
Humans are predisposed to seek out
this recognition because when we
receive it, our body releases the feelgood neurotransmitter serotonin.

already recommended their oﬃce to others, which again
was an increase from both the 2015 (22%) and 2014
(19%) figures. In addition, 38% would recommend their
current oﬃce warmly and 25% with certain conditions.
Cleanliness, health, safety and comfort of the facilities
remain the most important issues to employees, together
with the furniture and equipment being suitable and the
location of the oﬃce being ideal. Areas for improvement
include the catering facilities, the availability of meeting
rooms, and the IT facilities in those meeting rooms.

Survey in numbers

4.4/5

Waste management is handled
well (3,581 people)

4.3/5

I am kept up to date and informed
by the facilities (workplace) service
team (3,556 people)

4.2/5

I receive adequate information
concerning health and safety in
my work environment (empl.)/my
health and safety responsibilities
(management) (3,571 people)
I understand wht the function of
Group Real Estate and Facilities is
(3,584 people)

PAN E L B

Your Vacant
Property
Protected

#WeEnable

ambiguous is challenging, Whybrow
said. She acknowledged that change
can be uncomfortable and diﬃcult
but advised the group to stay close to
their teams, to help them through the
change with strong, honest and open
communication and support.
In small groups, the One Team
discussed their concerns around the
acquisition which included: losing
jobs/ contracts; culture change;
internal/ external customer reaction;
and the timescales for change. Ken
O’Mahony then addressed many of
these issues while acknowledging
that there are still many unknowns.

FM business family raises vital
funds for local Cork charity
connection to others. It is human
nature to want to belong – we feel
better if we are included.
Purpose is experienced as a
feeling of meaning in one’s work,
and the feeling that the work
matters. This feeling is fundamental
to all, at any job or career level.
As one of our fundamental
needs security is about stability,
predictable outcomes and knowing
what to expect, as well as the more
traditional feelings of physical
safety and job security. Humans

S U R V E Y R E S U LT S

The five most successful RE&F factors are:

Panel

PAN E L A

Change is a challenge but can
result in great opportunities
With Dell’s acquisition of EMC
announced a few months ago, one
key session yesterday addressed the
issue of leading through change. In
a highly-participative presentation
which included break out groups
and snippets of the film Touching the
Void , psychologist Alison Whybrow
focused on the six key principles of
leading through change.
Delegates learned that people
require a compelling reason to
change; change is constant; change
is a transformation, a journey; and
everyone reacts diﬀerently to change.
Being a leader when the change is

Last night the EMC GREF team raised more than €5K for a
local Cork charity – Bru Columbanus. Through a combination
of table sales, the sponsorship of the summit from EMC’s
service partners, a fabulous raﬄe and a matching EMC
contribution, the charity, which provides home from home
accommodation for relatives of seriously ill patients in Cork
hospitals and the hospice, will make one of its bedrooms wheelchair accessible.
Anne Maria O’Connor, the charity’s events and fundraising manager, gave
an impassioned speech to guests where she described how the conversion
would allow the facility to provide accommodation to three guests who need
wheelchair accessible rooms. She also showed a short video describing the
charity’s important work.
On behalf of GREF, Bruce Barclay said: “We are excited to build on the
momentum created in Frankfurt and make an even more significant impact this
year in Cork. Thank you to everyone for your generosity.”

VOX
Client satisfaction on the increase POPS

The security in the working
facilities is suﬃcient (empl.)
(3,582 people)

12//04//16
12/04/16

Do you know who to contact if you have
an EHS question?

Would you recommend your current
oﬃce to your peers?

I am not sure

No, I would
probably not

Yes

24%
15.9%

4.1/5

60.1%

Yes, and I
already have

27.2%

25.0%

No

3.9/5

9.6%

Yes, I would
recommend but
with certain
reservations

38.2%
Yes, I would
recommend it
warmly if asked

ARE YOU MAXIMISING

THE E NTI R E
POTE N TI A L OF
YOUR PR OP ER TY
POR TFO L IO ?

What is your personal
highlight from this year’s
leadership summit?

Guy Claes, marketing communications
manager, Facilicom Belgium It’s been brilliant
to see everyone again and especially to see
new faces. I’ve gained an insight into the
customer’s strategic objectives. It’s too easy
to focus on operational issues day-to-day.
Louise O’Neill, finance controller EMEA
GREF EMC I’ve worked for EMC for 7 years
but haven’t met many of the people here.
Meeting face-to-face has cemented those
relationships and meant that people are
more forthcoming with ideas, feedback and
questions. It will make life easier in future.
Mick Lawlor, facilities manager, FMS
I was inspired by Mark Catchlove from
Herman Miller’s research about people’s
fundamental human needs and can see how
I could apply that to the workplace. It’s also
been brilliant to see so many new faces.

PAN E L C

LO G O D E S I G N
From

EMEA ONE TEAM PROGRAMME
Over the past 18 months, the team
across EMEA has transformed
from a group operating
independently, to a fully-aligned
One Team where competitiveness
is put aside to create the best
possible outcome for the client
and the EMC business.
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AWA R E N E S S C A M PA I G N M A N A G E M E N T

In 2017, Magenta set up Learn Something New Week – a campaign designed to encourage
people of all ages and backgrounds to learn a new skill. From initial conception through to
implementation, the Magenta team managed the entire project and worked closely with local
and national press to reiterate the importance of professional / personal learning and development
opportunities at work. Numerous organisations were involved and the campaign resulted in
20+ items of coverage, including HR Magazine, HR Review, Manchester Evening News and the
Sussex Newspaper Network, with an approximate audience reach of 2 million. The campaign
demonstrates the positive impact of a tailor-made and company-sponsored awareness week and
there have already been calls from prospective clients to take part this year.
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MEDIA PRODUCTION
Video is a powerful medium. It can help to explain complex messages and / or make dry topics more exciting.
In collaboration with our media production partners, we have produced numerous motion graphic videos for
our clients. Magenta is also able to script, storyboard, produce and sell in video news releases (VNRs), talking
heads and webcasts / podcasts.

P L AT I N U M : C O N D I T I O N - B A S E D M A I N T E N A N C E

K B R : T H E F M I N T EG R ATO R M O D E L E X P L A I N E D

C H U RC H I L L : H O W C O M P L I A N T A R E YO U ?
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MESSAGING WORKSHOPS

Do you struggle to understand where you fit in the market? Are you unsure about your USPs and your
messaging as an organisation? Magenta has considerable experience working with organisations to develop
their messaging so they can communicate more effectively with the market and win more business. Through
our highly successful messaging workshops, we can help you to understand your strengths and weaknesses,
what you want to be known for, where you sit with the competition, and help you to carve out white space
in the market. Our post-workshop report includes recommendations around style and tone of voice, key
messages, topics and next steps.

It’s not enough to say that your
competitive differentiator is your
people. Everyone says that.
Our messaging workshops help you
to find the white space to own what
truly sets you apart.
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S P E EC H W R I T I N G / P R E S E N TAT I O N C R E AT I O N

I have a dream. Ich bin ein Berliner. We shall fight on
the beaches. Everyone knows a memorable speech.
And while you might not be stating the case for war,
or drawing attention to the coldest spot of the Cold
War, any kind of formal talk to an audience needs to
be well thought through and delivered confidently.
We’ve all sat through conferences and seminars
desperate for the speaker to (finally) finish. If it’s
you on the platform, you want your audience to be
engaged and interested. And we can help. Magenta
are experts in creating engaging and thoughtprovoking presentations including writing full
transcripts, designing stunning Powerpoints or Prezis
and coaching presenters.

ARE YOU MAXIMISING

TH E E NTI R E
P OTEN TI AL OF
Y OU R P R OP ER TY
P OR TFOL I O?
Stuart Woolgar, Security Director,
Global Guardians Management

Global Guardians have an in-depth
understanding of the vacant
property market and how assets
can be utilised and realised
•

Properties
empty for 6
months or
more

Latest Government data suggests there are
over 200,000 long-term empty homes
nationwide, nearly 20,000 of these are in
London

•

There are some 400,000 homes empty for
under 6 months

•

It is estimated there are 1.5m vacant
properties overall across the UK (residential
& commercial)

I have a
dream

Source: Government data

PUBLICITY
The spotlight is turning to what is
being done with vacant property:
• Housing shortage and socially unacceptable
level of vacant property now a major focus
of the London Assembly
• The Housing Committee under the auspices
of Siân Berry, its Chair, has been
conducting an in-depth investigation into
property guardianship as one possible
solution

Siân Berry

Stuart Woolgar of Global Guardians has been
representing the interests of the guardian
industry and BSIA Vacant Property Section

We shall
fight
on the
beaches
It always
seems
impossible
until it’s
done
w w w. m a g e n t a a s s o c i a t e s . c o . u k
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When you could
have
• Happy people with affordable
accommodation
• Property constantly watched over, kept in
good order and secure
• Positive engagement with neighbours
• No squatters
• No vandalism

Outgoings: NIL
Income £’000s

• Reduced insurance and council tax/
business rates
• Potential of income from third party use,
eg film set

We have supported clients at the
following events:

W IWFM conference
W Workplace Futures
W Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors conferences
W Estates Gazette summits
W Healthcare estates
W Public Sector Asset Management
W Facilities Show
W Inspired HR
W Workplace trends
W Young Manger’s Forum
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THE POWER OF PR

In 2016, a long-standing Magenta client increased its PR budget by
200% to generate more traction in the UK. Within a year, Magenta
secured coverage in all target titles which generated noticeable
returns, including a spike in warm leads. In light of this success, and
the resulting business growth, our client increased its budget by 66%
a year later to be visible and win business in a relatively new market,
the USA. Working in partnership with our digital marketing partner,
our client’s website achieved 160% more traffic than the previous
year and attracted a 234% increase in visits
from US-based organisations.
The traction that the brand
has received since
allocating more
resource to PR has
far exceeded
the initial
investment.

The client has
attracted an increase
in visits from US
markets of over

234%
w w w. m a g e n t a a s s o c i a t e s . c o . u k
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68%

budget increase
in the last year to
continue the UK
push and increase
brand presence in
the States

21k

Twitter
followers have increased
by 20%.

The website has
enjoyed over 21,000
website visits in 12
months, 160% more
than the previous year
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THE POWER OF PR

Seven business benefits of PR

1

2

3

Generate business leads: a
well-executed PR campaign
can forge new leads within
specific and new markets
by raising the profile of a
company in the media and
therefore among target
customers, leading to more
sales prospects.

Attract and retain talent:
By using PR to promote a
company’s activities and
successes, an organisation
can help to establish itself as a
great place to work, which can
in turn increase the number of
applicants when hiring.

Encourage sharp judgment:
PR forces senior management
to look outside the
organisation to see how the
brand is perceived, and to think
carefully through their branded
messaging and market
differentiation strategy.

Promote Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR):
According to research by
marketing consultancy
Goodbrand, companies that
promote their ethical stance
are more likely to attract and
retain affluent customers.

Respond to breaking news:
PR is more flexible than
advertising so it can help
organisations immediately
respond to industry news
and possible crisis situations.
As a result, companies that
engage in PR are more likely
to be perceived as effective,
quick-witted communicators.

Increase trust: PR is always
personal – this human touch
can help establish levels
of trust by building the
reputation of the business
and showcasing the positive
qualities of the brand.

5

6

To find out how we can boost your
bottom line give us a call
w w w. m a g e n t a a s s o c i a t e s . c o . u k
+44 (0)1273 934295

7

4

Attract investors and
buyers: When executed
properly, PR tactics
authenticate your business
as a stable, financially viable
investment and can help
lure in and inform potential
backers and buyers.

+44 (0)1273 934295
info@magentaassociates.co.uk

@magentacomms

@magentacomms

Locations: Brighton and London
Phone:
+44 (0) 1273 934 295
Email:
info@magentaassociates.co.uk

www.magentaassociates.co.uk

@magentacomms

